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Modifying Nodal Pricing Method Considering Market
Participants Optimality and Reliability
A. Soofiabadi* and A. Akbari Foroud**(C.A.)

Abstract: This paper develops a method for nodal pricing and market clearing mechanism
considering reliability of power system. The impacts of power system component reliability
on electricity price, market participants’ profit and system social welfare is considered in
this method. This paper considers reliability both for evaluation of market participant’s
optimality as well as for fair pricing and market clearing mechanism. To achieve fair
pricing, nodal price is obtained through a two stage optimization problem and to achieve
fair market clearing mechanism, comprehensive criteria are introduced for optimality
evaluation of market participant. Social welfare of the system and system efficiency are
increased under proposed modified nodal pricing method.
Keywords: Cost Allocation, Locational Marginal Pricing (LMP), Market Clearing, Market
Participant Evaluation, Nodal Pricing.

1 Introduction1
Pricing and market clearing mechanism are challenging
issues in power market articles. Yet nodal pricing or
Locational Marginal Pricing (LMP) is applied in some
energy & ancillary service markets and even for
transmission cost allocation and system planning [1-4].
LMP depends on line flows, generation and customer
location in the network, lines losses and … hence this
dependencies cause sometimes unfair nodal prices. In
the following, some of the LMP defects are discussed
more in details.
Based on LMP mechanism the Transco revenue
doesn’t relate to the extent of generators and customers
gain from transmission network [1]. For instance
consider a two bus system with a load and generator at
each bus. When generation in power transmitter bus
increases, naturally the price in this bus increases.
Despite the load of this bus decreases the line
congestion between two buses, this load should pay
more to gain this line caused by price increase in this
bus and this is irrational. From another aspect, in this
pricing method part-loaded generator determines the bus
price so when a generation of a part-loaded generator
increases, the bus price and therefor generator revenue
increase too, without considering the efficiency of
generators. The defects of LMP are discussed more in
detail in [5]. Ultimately, LMP appears to be necessary,
but it (in conventional format) is not certainly fair
pricing method in competitive electricity markets.
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Some literature have been tried to address the
defects of nodal pricing and related market clearing
mechanism [5-18], but each of them has its own
superiorities and defects. To address the LMP
imperfections some papers modify the LMP through
modifying OPF objective function and its constraints [5-8].
While the above researches tend to achieve fair
pricing and market clearing mechanism, they don’t
consider the probabilistic nature of power system.
Generation, transmission and loads can affect the
system reliability and fail of every generation unit or
transmission line can affect LMPs. Forced outage of
every market participant can face the power market to
new generation commitment and new line flows and
hence new LMPs.
Customer’s reliability level which is one of the key
elements of improved power market has not been
considered in the previous researches. The load
interruption cost for each customer in a contingency
state, should be modeled and considered in pricing
method. From another aspect, the reliability level of
each component of power system should affect its
revenue. For instance, the Forced Outage Rate (FOR) of
a generation unit or line should affect the revenue of the
Genco and the Transco.
As a matter of fact, neglecting reliability of the
system causes unfair pricing and then unfair market
clearing mechanism. This paper considers the power
system reliability not only for evaluation of power
market participant optimality, but also for pricing and
cost allocation. The effects of power system
components reliability on electricity price, market
participants’ profit and system social welfare is
considered in proposed nodal pricing method. This
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paper modifies nodal pricing method through a two
stage optimization method considering reliability and
optimality of each power market participant. At first,
comprehensive benchmarks are introduced to evaluate
whole system efficiency. To achieve fair pricing, nodal
price has been obtained through a two stage
optimization problem and to achieve fair market
clearing mechanism, comprehensive criteria has been
introduced for optimality evaluation of market
participant. Social welfare and efficiency of power
system are increased under proposed modified nodal
pricing method.
In this paper in section 2 some basic relations is
explained to introduce the proposed nodal pricing
method. In section 3 the proposed nodal pricing method
is introduced. Section 4 contains numerical result of this
pricing method and also comparison of proposed
method with other pricing methods and section 5
concludes the paper.
2 Basics of the Proposed Nodal Pricing Method
In proposed method at first the whole power system
is divided to three parts: 1-whole system generators, 2whole system loads, 3-Transco.
Each of these three parts has its own effects on the
whole system efficiency. A criterion is introduced to
evaluate the role of every part in the whole system
efficiency. This comprehensive criterion is called Total
Social Welfare (SWt). It is equal to the summation of
whole system generators’ profit (Gprofit), whole system
loads’ profit (Lprofit) and Transmission Company’s
profit (Nprofit) as Eq. (1). After substituting the profits
with revenue minus cost, the SWt is equal to the load
revenue minus generation cost and instruction cost of
lines as Eq. (1). This equation can be a comprehensive
benchmark to evaluate the whole system efficiency [5].
SWt = Gprofit + Lprofit + Nprofit
= GR – GC + LR – LC + NR – IC
= – NR – GC + LR + NR – IC
(1)
= LR – GC – IC ($/h)
where R stands for revenue, C stands for cost, G stands
for generations, L stands for loads and N stands for
transmission network. In the following, the share of
every group from total social welfare is determined
according to its Profit Share (PS) of total social welfare.
By running an OPF (as below) the generation vector
Pg and demand vector Pl are determined and then SWt
can be calculated using Eq. (1).
OPF problem:
GC ( Pg ) = a × Pg + b × Pg2
(2)
min ∑ (GC ( Pg ))
δ
,
Pg

{

}

subject to: Pgi-Pli-P(V,θ)=0, Qgi-Qli-Q(V,θ)=0, Fk≤Fkmax,
min
max
and
P gi ≤ Pgi ≤ P gi ,
Q mingi ≤ Qgi ≤ Q maxgi
Vi

min

166

≤ Vi ≤ Vi

max

.

Allocating SWt between power market participants
comes about in 2 steps. In first step it is divided to 3
parts between generation companies, Transco and
customers according to their role in the optimality of
whole system. Eq. (3) signifies a criterion for assessing
the optimality of act for each participant group with
respect to all participant groups best act. For this
purpose, the present performance of each group, their
optimal performance and the situation of eliminating
them from the system, should be investigated. In the
following a criterion for optimality evaluation of each
group can be defined as Eq. (3). This equation will be
utilized to settle the participant groups’ profit share. The
term “co” in Eq. (3) alludes to every participants group.
SWtpresence,Co, SWtabsence,Co, and SWtbest,Co represent the
Total Social Welfare for the present system , the system
without the entity, and the system with its best possible
behavior, respectively. Details about these quantities are
described as follows.
S W t p resen ce,C o − S W t a b sen ce,C o
P S Co =
(3)
∑ (S W t b est,C o − S W t a b sen ce,C o )
Co

2.1 Profit Share of Transco
To obtain the PS of Transco through Eq. (3) at first
the SWtpresence is calculated through Eq. (1) after running
OPF (Eq. 3). The best state of a transmission company
is called Reference Transmission Network (RTN) as
described in detail in [1] so the SWtbest for Transco is
the total social welfare when network lines capacity are
same as to RTN lines capacity. The SWtabsence for
Transco denotes the SWt in the case of removing all
network lines, so just local loads & generations benefits
are considered in Eq. (1). After calculating the
SWtpresence, SWtabsence and SWtbest and substituting them
in Eq. (3), the PS of Transco is obtained. Now the profit
share of Transco from the SWt is determined through
Eq. (4).
Nprofit =

PSTransCo
PSTransCo
.SWt =
.SWt
PS
PS
+
PSPr odusers + PSTransCo
∑ Co
Customers

(4)

Co

2.2 Profit Share of Whole System Generators
To obtain the PS of whole system generators
through Eq. (3) at first the SWtpresence is calculated
through Eq. (1) after running OPF (Eq. (2)). To
calculate the SWtbest for generation companies, at first
the best state of generation companies should be
defined. The best state of whole system generation is
obtained through the OPF problem without considering
of the generation upper limit. The SWtabsence for
Generation companies is zero since no supply and
demand exists in the system without generation units.
After calculating the SWtpresence, SWtabsence and SWtbest
and substituting them in Eq. (3) the PS of whole system
generation is obtained. Now the profit share of
Generation companies from the SWt is determined
through Eq. (5).
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Gprofit =

PS Pr odusers
.SWt =
∑ PSCo
Co

PS Customers

(5)

PS Pr odusers
.SWt
+ PS Pr odusers + PSTransCo

2.3..Profit Share of Whole System Loads
To obtain the PS of whole system loads the
SWtpresence has been calculated through Eq. (1). Load
revenue is calculated via equation αPl^2+βPl [5]. The
SWtabsence of loads is equated to zero since without
system loads, no generation exists and so the SWtabsence
for loads is equated to zero. The best state of whole
system load doesn’t make any sense since the loads
don’t carry out any operation or task in the system to
have the best state. In another word the loads don’t have
participation in any system expansion planning, neither
transmission expansion plans nor generation expansion
plans. So loads don’t have the best state to determine,
hence the SWtbest for loads is equal to their SWtpresence.
Ultimately by calculating the SWtpresence, SWtabsence and
SWtbest and substituting them in Eq. (3) the PS of whole
system loads is calculated and the profit share of the
whole system loads can be calculated through Eq. (6).
Lprofit =

PSCustomers
.SWt =
∑ PSCo
Co

PSCustomers

(6)

PSCustomers
.SWt
+ PS produsers + PSTransCo

Totally, according to above descriptions, each group
in power system should benefit according to its effect
on system efficiency. The second step of SWt allocation
is allocating Lprofit, Gprofit and Nprofit between loads,
Gencos and Transco respectively, which comes about
via running the second stage of optimization as describe
in detail in section 3-2.
3 The Proposed Nodal Pricing Method
3.1 Optimality Evaluation of Market Participants to
Allocate Lprofit, Gprofit and Nprofit Between
Loads, Gencos and Transco Respectively
3.1.1 Gencos Optimality Evaluation
To allocate Gprofit between Gencos, at first a
criterion should be introduced to evaluate each Genco
efficiency. As regards the outage of a generation unit
can increase cost of the system and also electricity price.
So the force outage rate of every generator or in another
word, the reliability of a Genco should affect its
revenue, so the generation efficiency vector is defined
as the vector containing the ratios of the producers’
expected mean revenue to their expected costs,
according to Eq. (7). The symbol λ* and λ * denotes to
the nodal price and the average electricity price in the
system respectively as defined in Eq. (7).
_

ηG = λ* QG *(1− FOR ) ⋅ /GC(QG *(1− FOR ))

(7)

FOR is the generator unavailability possibility and
the term 1-FOR denotes the generator availability
possibility, therefore the term QG*(1-FOR) denotes the
available power of a generator. In another word, the
power generation of a generator is QG and the revenue
of a generator is λ*QG if the generator is available.
3.1.2 Loads Optimality Evaluation
As expressed previously, the optimality evaluation
of loads doesn’t make any sense hence the gain of a
load from transmission network is considered as a
criterion to allocate the Lprofit between system loads.
The usage of loads from transmission network (UD) is
directly related to the net power (pi) of the bus i as Eq.
(8). The denominator of the fraction is the summation of
whole inflow and outflow power at bus i. If the demand
and generation are equal at bus i the net power pi and
therefore UD will be zero for the load at this bus. If the
net power of bus i (pi) is positive the UD is equated to
zero since this bus injects power to the system and loads
at this bus have no usage from transmission network
and if the net power of bus i (pi) is negative represents
that this bus is receiving power from the system.
⎧ − pi
, if pi < 0⎫
NB
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
pj
∑
UD = {uiD } = ⎨
(8)
⎬ , i = 1,2,..., NB
j =1
⎪
⎪
⎪⎩ 0
, if pi ≥ 0 ⎪⎭
By obtaining UD through above equation and
multiplying it to the instruction cost of network lines
(IC), the share of each load from network instruction
cost is obtained. In another word, the share of each load
from the instruction cost of the lines relates to the usage
of each load from transmission network (UD). Then after
subtracting the load revenue from network usage cost of
load (IC*UD), the efficiency of load can be formulated
like generator efficiency as below. The dominator of
this fraction denotes the load payment or load cost. As
much as this cost decrease, load efficiency increase.
η D = ( ( L R ( Q D ) − IC * U D ) ⋅ /( λ * Q D ) )
(9)
3.1.3 Transco Optimality Evaluation
In this paper Transco is modeled as a unique
company and doesn’t have any rival in the system.
Therefore Nprofit is paid to this unique company and
the efficiency of Transco is just evaluated in the first
stage of SWt allocation (section 2-A).
In reviewing of explained sections graphically, the
two steps of SWt allocation are depicted in the Fig. 1.
According to this figure the first step of SWt allocation
occurs between Gencos, Transco and whole system
Loads as explained in section 2. After performing the
first step of SWt allocation, Lprofit, Gprofit and Nprofit
are determined. Then the second step of SWt allocation
allocates Lprofit, Gprofit and Nprofit between loads,
Gencos and Transco, respectively.
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Fig
g. 2 Customer damage functtions for differrent groups off
cusstomers.
Fig. 1 The tw
wo step of SWt allocation betw
ween power maarket
participants.

The second step of SW
Wt allocation comes about via
solving the two
t
stage opttimization prooblem presented.
In section 3,
3 in the foollowing basiis of two sttage
optimization problem to
t modify nodal price is
explained.
L) & Expecteed Generation
3.2 Expeccted Load (EL
(EG) Calculation
C
th
hrough the Firrst Stage of
Optimizaation Problem
m
To moddel the dem
mand side reliability, the
interruption cost of load should be considered in the
first stage of optimizationn problem. Itt is obvious that
t
customer wiill reduce connsumption whhen the pricee of
electricity iss higher than the customeer marginal cost.
c
This means when a conttingency occuurs in the pow
wer
system, custoomer responsee to the variattion of prices can
be indirectlyy measured by
b the customer interrupttion
cost, which expresses thhe importancce of electricity
c
Cuustomers classified in 5 grooups
service for customers.
from the viewpoint of eleectricity valuee for them. Thhese
groups are: large user, industriaal, commerccial,
agriculture, residential caategories. Reff. [19] has been
b
estimated thee customer interruption cossts of each group
to give sectoor Customer Damage Funnctions CDFs for
each group, which is deppicted in Fig. 2. In the pow
wer
system with Nc independdent componennt, the reliabiility
parameters for
f the continngency state j with b failed
component, can
c be calculaated by applying Eqs. (10-12):
b

Nc

c =1

c = b +1

prj = ∏U c × ∏ Ac
b

D j = ∑ μc +
c =1

d j = 1/ Dj

168

Nc

∑λ

c = b +1

c

(10)
(
(11)
(
(12)

The objectiive function of the firrst stage off
opttimization prooblem is to miinimize generaation cost andd
loaad curtailmennt cost (Eq. (13)) in every
y contingencyy
staate j, subject too Eqs. (14-20)).
Constraint (14) representts power balaance at everyy
buss. Constraint (15) determiines load currtailment costt
acccording to customers’
c
daamage functiion in everyy
con
ntingency staate j. Constraiints (16)-(20)) depict unitss
cap
pacity limits, units ramp rates, lines flow limits,,
maaximum perm
missible loadd curtailment and buses’’
volltage limits reespectively. Thhe optimizatio
on problem iss
cod
ded in Matpow
wer in Matlabb software.
Firrst stage of opptimization prroblem:
Miin f j =

j
j
∑
∑ Cig ( Pig ) +
i∈N g g∈NG j
i

j
j
∑
∑ OCis ( LCPiss )
j
i∈NL s∈N
NLi

(13)

Subject to:
∑ Pigj − ∑ ( Pisj 0 − LCPisj ) =

g∈N
NGi j
N

∑
i =1

s∈ NLij

(14))

Vi j Vk j Yikj cos(θ i j − θ kj − δ ikj )

OC
Cisj ( LCPisj ) = LC
CPisj × CDFs ( d j )

P
ΔP

Sikkj

j ,min
ig

≤P

j , low
ig

min

j
ig

≤P

≤ P −P
j
ig

Vi j

≤ ΔP

j0
ig

≤ Sik j ,max

0 ≤ LCP isj ≤ LC
CP
min

j ,max
ig

(15)
(16)

j , upp
ig

(17)
(18)

j ,max
is

≤ Vi j ≤ Vi j

max

(19)
(20)

The output of this stagge of optimization is Pj
(geeneration vecttor) and LCPj (load curtailm
ment of activee
pow
wer vector) at
a each continngency which are the basiss
of calculating Expected L
Load (EL) an
nd Expectedd
Geeneration (EG)) at each bus.
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Followingg the first stage of optim
mization problem,
here two paarameters aree introduced to consider the
contingency nature of pow
wer system at each bus. EL and
expected EG
G at each bus are
a parameterss which repressent
the contingeency nature of
o power systtem at each bus.
b
These param
meters are calcculated after running the first
f
stage of optim
mization as exxplained below
w.
At each bus the LCP is load curtaailment of acttive
power whichh can be calcullated as below
w:
LCP = ∑ 1 LCPj * prj
SN

(221)

In the abbove formula prj denotes thhe probabilityy of
contingency j. SN dennotes the nuumber of total
contingenciees. Then EL suupplied at eacch bus is equaal to
normal situattion load minuus LCP.
EL = D − LCP
(
(22)
*
For eachh generator, p is the geenerator’s acttive
power variattion in continngency states with respectt to
normal state generation (pp0), which cann be calculatedd as
below:

p * = ∑ 1S N ( p − p 0 ) * prr j

(
(23)

The p* coould be positivve or negativee according to the
result of opptimization problem.
p
Theen EG for each
e
generator is defined equaal to normal state generattion
plus p*.

EG = p 0 + p *

((24)
Fig. 3 is graphicaal summary expresses the
relationship between inpuut and outputss of the first and
second stage of optimizatiion problem. As
A Fig. 3 depiicts,
by running thhe first step of
o the optimizzation problem
m, P
& LCP are obtained
o
and utilized
u
to calcculated EL & EG
through Eqs. (21)-(24).
Then thesse parameterss (LE & EG) are
a applied to the
second stagee of optimizaation problem to calculate the
modified noddal prices.

3.3 Basis off the Second S
Stage of Optiimization
Probllem
In second stage of optimiization, the no
odal price (λ))
willl be modifiedd so that the eexpected geneerator revenuee
(λ*
*EG) and expected load payyments (λ*EL
L) get close ass
mu
uch as possiblee to their ratioonal values.
The rational revenue of a generator iss equal to itss
rational profit plus
p
its generaation cost and
d the rationall
pro
ofit of a generator is directtly related to its efficiencyy
as expressed in the Eq. (25) (ηG has been calculated inn
secction 3-1-1).
.
(25)
∑
Also for loads, the paymeent of a custo
omer (or loadd
cosst) is equal to
t its revenuee minus the rational loadd
pro
ofit. The ratioonal load proffit is directly related to itss
effficiency as expressed
e
in below equaation (ηD iss
callculated in secction 3-1-2).
LC
C (Q D ) = LR (Q D ) − Lprofitt ⋅ *

ηD

∑η

(26)
D

In this stage of optimizatiion the difference betweenn
thee expected revvenue and ratiional revenue of generationn
com
mpanies and the differennce between the expectedd
pay
yment and thhe rational ppayment of customers
c
aree
min
nimized subbject to saatisfaction of
o followingg
con
nstraints (Eqqs. (28)-(29))). The second stage off
opttimization is formulated
f
as below:
⎧
η
Miin ⎨ (λ × EG − [GC
G (EG) + Gprofi
fit * G
]) × GBuses
λ
(27)
∑ ηG
⎩
⎫
η
+ (λ ⋅×EL −[LR(EL
E ) − Lprofit ⋅ * D
uses ⎬
]) ⋅×DBu
∑ηD
⎭

Subject to thhe following coonstraints:
λ EG GC Gprofit
G
SWT
∑

(28)

LR
R

(29))

λ EL

L
Lprofit

∑

SWT

The first constraint
c
caauses the whole
w
system
m
gen
neration com
mpanies proffit be equall to Gprofitt
(caalculated in section
s
2 ) aand The second constraintt
cau
uses the wholee system loadds profit be eq
qual to Lprofitt
(caalculated in seection 2). Totaally these con
nstraints causee
fairr allocation of
o SWt between generatio
on companiess
and
d customers according
a
to ttheir role in the
t efficiencyy
of the system.
The EG andd EL vector aare constant in
i the secondd
mately the resu
ult of secondd
staage of optimizzation. Ultim
staage of optimizzation problem
m is modified
d nodal pricee
(λ)) at each bus.

Fig. 3 Relattionships betw
ween the stagges of two sttage
optimization problem.
p

4 Numerical Results
R
The proposeed nodal priccing method is
i applied onn
RB
BTS reliabilityy test system [20]. In the first stage off
opttimization thee first and second order co
ontingency iss
con
nsidered.
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Table 1 Generrating units’ relliability data.
Unit
MTTF MTTR Bus
Number
capacity
FO
OR
of Units
Numberr
(
(h)
(h)
(MW)
5
10
20
20
40
40

0.01
0.02
0.0015
0.0025
0.02
0.03

2
1
4
1
1
2

4380
2190
3650
1752
2920
1460

2
1
2
1
2
1

45
45
55
45
60
45
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Table 2 The coefficients
c
of demand
d
revenuee function.
Load Revenue
R
(LR)

A

B

LR(D
D)=A*D^2+B

-0.011

50

Table 3 Expected Load & Expected
E
Generration at each buus.
EL of Bus (MW)
1

2

3

4

5

6

0

2 83.49223 39.86294
20
3
19.455538 19.5512

1

2

EG of Bus (MW)
56.95 1331.1

3

4

5

6

0

0

0

0

Fig. 4 RBTS diagram
d
with looad & generatioon data.

170

The diagram
m of 6 bus reeliability test system withh
loaad & generattion data is depicted in Fig. 4. Thee
reliability data of
o generating uunits is depicted in Table 1..
Alsso the coeffiicient of dem
mand revenuee function iss
dep
picted in Table 2 as Ref. [[5]. It should be noted thatt
cho
oosing largerr test case increases thee calculationn
con
nsumedly.
Result of Table
T
3 denootes that bus 3 has thee
maaximum LCP among the oother buses. This
T
is due too
exiistence of the major part off system load
d in bus 3 thatt
cau
uses congestioon on lines connnected to thiis bus in somee
con
ntingencies and
a
congestion in thesse lines aree
alleeviated througgh load curtaiilment in bus 3. Hence thee
Ex
xpected Load (EL) in this bus decreasees more thann
oth
her buses. Revversely bus 2 has no LCP because
b
of thee
hig
gh value loadd and also exiistence of gen
neration unitss
on that bus. Totally variations in load and generation off
pow
wer system in
i comparisonn to normal state are nott
greeat but this slight changges (as explaained in thee
folllowing) have considerablee effect on priice and there
forr on profit of generation
g
uniits and loads.
Fig. 5 depicts buses’ pricces in two caases. The firstt
casse is nodal prices
p
resulteed from Ref.. [5] methodd
witthout consideering reliabiliity of the sysstem and thee
seccond case is nodal
n
prices rresulted from the proposedd
meethod in this article
a
(considdering reliabillity of system
m
botth for pricingg and market pparticipant ev
valuation). Ass
dep
picted in thhis figure the nodal prices havee
con
nsiderable chaange with resppect to Ref. [5
5] method andd
this causes great change inn profits and revenues off
maarket participaants.
As Fig. 5 illlustrates, the determined nodal
n
price att
buss 1 is lower thhan the price aat bus 2 in both cases. Thiss
is due
d to more efficient generaator at bus 2 in
i comparisonn
to bus 1. Accorrding to Fig. 3 by consideering FOR off
gen
nerating unit (case 2), thhe nodal priice at bus 1
deccreases while at bus 2 incrreases due to small
s
FOR off
gen
nerating unitss at bus 2 in ccomparison to
o bus1. So inn
pro
oposed methood generatingg units’ reven
nue at bus 2
inccreases whilee generating units’ revenue at bus 1
deccreases.

Fig
g. 5 Nodal pricees in cases 1 andd 2.
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Also at bus
b 3 in compparison to buss 4, in case 1 the
nodal price decreases
d
whiile in case 2 increases.
i
Thaat is
due to low
w value loadd at bus 4 that comes to
considerationn in proposedd method. Inn both cases the
price at busses 4-6 increeases due to more usagee of
transmission lines by the loads at these buses.
b
Figs. 6 annd 7 illustrate the generatioon and load prrofit
at buses in cases
c
1 and 2. As depictedd in these figuures
the generatioon profit and load
l
profit haave been channged
considerablyy when reliabbility of the system
s
comess to
considerationn in case 2. Thhe profit of geenerators at buus 2
is increased in
i case 2 caussed by more effficient generaator
at bus 2 andd their lowerr FOR; whereeas the profitt of
generators att bus 1 decreaases. Also loaad profit at buus 4
has a consideerable changee in comparisoon to case 1. Bus
B
4 has low value loads, soo its profit deecreases moree in
m loads profit decreases in case
c
case 2. Also whole system
a buses in casse 2.
2 due to highh nodal price at
In this teest system thhe major parrt of the loadd is
supplied throough generattors at bus 2 and also thhese
generators arre more efficieent and have small
s
FOR.

Fig. 6 Generattion profit in caases 1 and 2 at buses
b
1 and 2.

Fig. 7 Load prrofit in cases 1 and
a 2 at each buus.

Fig
g. 8 the social welfare
w
in case 1 and case 2.

In case 2 opptimality of tthese generato
ors affect thee
venues of thesses generatorss and increasees the revenuee
rev
of generators at bus 2.
As the resullts demonstraates generators’ benefits att
buss 2 increases in case 2 (ass shown in Fiig. 6) and thee
total load profiit decrease (as shown in Fig. 7). Ass
dep
picted in Fig. 8 the social w
welfare of casse 2 increasess
in comparison to case 1. This increease in SWtt
dem
monstrates that whole systtem efficiency
y is increasess
usiing the propossed pricing meethod.
Ultimately according
a
to the numericaal results, thee
pro
oposed pricingg method whiich considers the reliabilityy
of market partiicipants in pricing and also considerss
reliability criterria for cost allocation iss superior inn
com
mparison to thhe Ref. [5] priicing method.

5 Conclusionss
This paper modifies
m
nodall pricing meth
hod through a
two
o stage optim
mization methhod consideriing reliabilityy
and
d optimality of each pow
wer market paarticipant. Att
firsst, compreheensive benchm
marks are in
ntroduced too
evaaluate whole system efficciency (SWt). In the firstt
staage of optimizzation, two prrobabilistic parameters EL
L
& EG are calcullated for everry bus which are
a applied too
thee second stagee of optimizatiion to modify
y nodal prices..
Alsso in the secoond stage of ooptimization, reliability
r
andd
opttimality criterria causes thaat each mark
ket participantt
ben
nefits vary according too its optimaality. Resultss
dem
monstrates thaat consideringg reliability in nodal pricingg
meethod has greaat effect on noodal prices and
d therefore onn
pro
ofits of markeet participantss. Also total social
s
welfaree
in market that is
i cleared witth the propossed method iss
hig
gher than the previous noddal pricing meethods. Basedd
on results, the proposed
p
nodaal pricing method increasess
hat reliabilityy
sysstem efficienccy. Results ddemonstrate th
can
n affect nodaal pricing coonsiderably hence
h
pricingg
meethod without considering the reliability
y is not a fairr
priicing. The ulttimate result is fair pricin
ng that is thee
ressult of consideering optimaliity and reliability of markett
parrticipant simuultaneously.
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Nomenclature
Here are symbols which are used in this paper.
Ng: Generation bus.
Nl: Load bus.
QG: Column vector of active power generation of
generator (MW).

[3]

[4]

UP

Q G : Column vector of higher active power generation

limit of generator (MW).
QD: Column vector of demand of bus (MW).
δ: Column vector of voltage angle (rad).
P(δ): Column vector of net active power injected to
system buses (MW).
f: Column vector of power flow in the system
lines(MW).
B: transmission network susceptance matrix (NB*NB).
H: sensitivity matrix f=Hδx (NL*NL).
SWt: Total Social welfare, i.e summation of all
participant economic profit in the network after
running OPF ($/hour).
SWLG: Loads & Generators Social Welfare in the
network after running OPF.
Gbenefit: Generators benefit in the network after
running OPF ($/hour).
Lbenefit: Loads benefit in the network after running
OPF ($/hour).
Nbenefit: Network benefit in the network after running
OPF ($/hour).
NR: Network Revenue in the network after running
OPF ($/hour).
IC: Instruction cost of lines in the network after running
OPF ($/hour).
LR: Loads Revenue in the network after running OPF
($/hour).
LC: Loads Cost in the network after running OPF
($/hour).
GC: Generators Cost in the network after running OPF
($/hour).
GR: Generators Revenue in the network after running
OPF ($/hour).
LCP: Load curtailment of active power.
FOR: Forced outage rate.
U: Unavailability of a component.
A: Availability of a component.
λc: Failure rate of a component.
µc: Repair rate of a component.
dj: The mean repair time of a failed component.
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